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SAR sensors are ideal for monitoring certain disasters or areas that are vulnerable
to disasters especially because the signal can “see” the surface of the Earth during
day or night conditions and under nearly all weather conditions. In addition, the
signal can penetrate through vegetation and is sensitive to surface roughness and
small displacements of the land surface.
This intermediate, three-part webinar series will focus on the use of SAR to 1) assess
areas at risk from disasters due to landslides through the use of interferometric
SAR (INSAR). This is accomplished by measuring small movements (on the order of
centimeters) of the land surface that are caused by gradual landslide motion, and
how these movements vary with time; 2) characterize the extent of oil spills and
their impacts. SAR data is sensitive to surface roughness, allowing for identifying
areas where there are oil spills; 3) and characterizing inundation extent. The SAR
signal can penetrate through the vegetation and detect inundation driven by
large precipitation events or by natural events.
This training will include theoretical portions for each disaster as related to the SAR
signal interaction with surface conditions and demonstrations using Google Earth
Engine, Jupyter Notebooks, and the SNAP Toolbox, all freely and openly available
tools.

Part 1: Floods
•

How to map flood extent and assess the increase/recession of flood
waters using Sentinel-1 data on Google Earth Engine.

•

Q&A

Part 2: Landslides
•

Mapping the motion of the Portuguese Bend Landslide on the Palos
Verdes peninsula in California through InSAR using Sentinel-1 geocoded
unwrapped (GUNW) products with ARIA-tools and MintPy.

•

Q&A

Part 3: Oil Spills
ARSET empowers the global
community through remote
sensing training.

•

How to detect marine surface oil slicks using satellite images (primarily
SAR) and how this can aid clean-up efforts. We will derive slick
characteristics using single, dual and quad-polarimetric SAR data as
well as touch on how satellite detection can be used in conjunction
with drift modeling to determine the spread of the oil slick.

•

Q&A
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